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Cloudy

Correction for article
An article about funds raised for
St. Jude's Hospital in last week's
paper stated the hospital costs
more than $400,000 per year to run.
The article should have stated it
costs $400,000 per day.

ifoday:
High: 62
Low: 57

Saturday:
' Mostly Sunny
High: 70
Low: 48

Correction to date, time
for Senior Breakfast

Sunday:
· Partly
Cloudy

The Senior Breakfast will be May
2, not May 4 as stated in "The Murray State News'· last week. The
breakfast is free to all May and
August graduates, both undergraduate and graduate. The breakfast
will be in the Curris Center Ballroom at 8 a.m. Tickets for nongraduating students and faculty
are $4.50 and may be purchased
from department secretaries and
the Student Affairs Office in Ordway Ha.ll.

High: 75

iLow: 51
Monday:
Partly
Cloudy
High:73
LOw: 53
rl'uesda~

Partly
Clo~dy

Basketball slam to benefit
juvenile diabetes research

High: 78

Low: 56
~Wednesday:

A three-on-three basketball tournament will be held at the Murray-Calloway County basketball
courts April 29 to benefit juvenile
diabetes research. Teams are
allowed three players and one substitute. The event is sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Delta. Registrations
are available in the Student Government Association office or any
residential college. Applications
with the $25 fee are due Saturday.
Teams may also register the day of
the tourney for $30. For informa-

Partly

Cloudy
tHigh: 78
'tow: 56

am pus
tion, phone Ashley Hailston at 7624013.

Day of Percussion to be held
at MSU on April 29
The Day of Percussion will be held
in the Farrel Recital Hall on the third
floor of the Doyle Fine Arts Center
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. April 29. The
event features noted clinicians from
across the country, including former
drummer for Shania Twain and Lyle
Lovett, J.D. Blair. Admission for the
event is $7 and registration opens at
9:30 a.m. For more information,
phone 762-6460.

Waterfield lecture series
kicks off with chancellor
Johns. jackson m, the 17th chancellor of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, will present the
24th annual Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture on April 27.
Jackson, professor of political science, will present "Presidential
Nominations: On Frontloading, the
'BigMo' and 'Broken Dreams' "
beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theatre.
The lecture . series is named for
the late Harry Lee Waterfield, a
1932 Murray State graduate, Board
of Regents member and two-time
lieutenant governor of Kentucky.
The lecture is free and open to the
public and is sponsored by the
department of political science,
criminal justice and legal studies.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
• College LHe: 762-4480
Viewpoint 762-4468
.Sports: 762-4481
, .,,..1•• Advertlsllle 762-4478
r1! ,, ..,, Fax: 762-3175
,

NEWS

E-MaD: thenews@murroystote.edu

Jeremy R. Edwards/The News

Sllady writillgs: Ashley Hare, freshman from Hendenon, jots down notes under a tree in t he
Quad on Wednesday afternoon.

Art gallery opens in Hart
College with student works
The Hart Residential College
Council announCRs the opening of
its new floating art gallery. Photographs, water color paintings and
various other art media are now on
display in the Hart College lobby.

Some of the works are available
for purchase. For information,
phone 762-2530.

Church holds Easter
celebration for two days

Methodist Church today and Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. Brooks
Chapel is located 1 1 /2 miles from
Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road off
Highway 1346.

"Campus Briefly" is compiled each
week by Morgan Hardy, assistant news

An Easter celebration will be
held at Brooks Chapel United

editor, and Melissa Stonebrrger, assistant college life editor.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT
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Need An Income, But Not A Job? E-Commerce Offers You
A Way To Earn Hundreds Of Dollars Weekly Without A Job.
Set Your Own Hours. NO BOSS. Everything Done From Home.

Just For Showing Up You Will

RECEIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE

A Shopping Mall Where You Can Shop At Over 350 Name
Brand Stores And Save From 5 to 40% Off The Regular
Retail Price. PLUS ... Receive Long Distance Phone Service - With
NO Monthly Fee, NO Service Charge, 5¢ A Minute, 24 Hours A Day,
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Seminars Last Approximately One Hour Each.
Dress Casual.
For More Information, Call1-888-354-8619 or 270-519-4730.
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•PoliceBeat
FRIDAY, APRIL 14

in the studio at the Applied Science Building.
6:28 p.m. An officer was at the Applied Science
Building following up on the theft report.
9:50 p.m. Two females were forced to leave Racer
Arena following an altercation during the comedy
show.

10:57 a.m. An officer was investigating a hit and
run traffic accident near Hester College.
1:18 p.m. There was a harassment complaint.
5:54p.m. There was a noise complaint at Franklin
College. The source was gone on arrival.
6:22 p.m. A vehicle was stopped for failure to yield
the right of way.
10:50 p.m. An officer was ou t at Racer Arena coordinating event security for the next night.
10:58 p.m. An officer was securing an open door at
the Applied Science Building.
11:20 p.m. An officer responded to a noise complaint at 704 College Courts. The residents agreed
to be quiet.

SUNDAY, APRIL 16
4:21 a.m. There was a complaint of an unwanted
person outside the caller's door in Regents College.
The person was gone on arrival.
4:51 p.m. Racer Patrol requested an officer to assist
removing a person barred from the Carr Health
Building. The person was told to leave.

. MONDAY, APRIL17

SATURDAY, APRIL 15
1:15 a.m . An officer investigated a complaint of
people walking around the Curris Center consuming alcohol. No alcohol was found at the site.
2:58 a.m. A noise complaint was filed at Regents
College. The source was gone on arrival.
8:12 a.m. An officer stopped to check an occupied
vehicle at Stewart Stadium. Two non-students in
the back seat of the vehicle agreed to leave campus.
10:08 a.m. A student requested access to Lovett
Auditorium.
11:22 a.m. An officer was assisting a faculty member in getting access to his office in Wilson Hall.
1:41 p.m. An officer was out at the Doyle Fine Arts
Center with skateboarders.
5:29 p.m. A theft report was filed for items stolen

12:21 a.m . There was an alarm at the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
12:25 a.m . An officer responded to a parking complaint at Elizabeth College.
12:27 a.m. There was an alarm at Wrather Museum.
6:36 a.m. A fire alarm was activated by people
painting at Stewart Stadium.
10:22 a.m. A person trying to enter his vehicle ·was
reported to be trying door handles in the Regents
College parking lot.
10:48 a.m. Two students, William C. Bryant and
Jonathon D. King, received a citation for a charge
of possession of marijuana in the Curris Center.
1:22 p.m. A student was threatened at the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology. An officer

·plaints.
"I thought the comedians were
very funny, but I thought that the
After all the money, hard work content that they covered
and thunder of laughter from the through their comedy show was
crowd, "A Splash of Comedy" really vulgar," Jessica Lewter,
was a success.
junior from Louisville, said.
A crowd of more than 600 peoChester Sarver, junior from
ple filled the seats of Racer Arena Louisville, said he enjoyed the
Saturday night for "A Splash of show.
Comedy." The cast entertained
"I liked. the jokes," Sarver said.
the crowd for nearly three hours "I figure everybody was of age to
as comedians B Phlat, Shawn C understand the jokes."
and guest Big Daddy performed
Rrattler Promotions founder
their comedy routines. Between Bruce Jeffers was pleased with
the routines, Sam Burrage of the turnout. Jeffers said he would
WPSD TV in Paducah regaled the like to do a similar program
crowd with a little humor of his again, but thought a few differown.
ences could pull in a larger
Although the comedy's content crowd.
tra~cended the P0·13 ra~g, the r t ,;l 1d tr}r to"l fi~u~e ' di.tt w~t is
audtenc~ seeme? to enJOY the••• going'on at diffetent ~chools, and
show wtth relahvely few com- you know, different areas ... and
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

1:46 a.m. A complaint was filed for someone setting off fireworks between Springer and Franklin
colleges. The parties agreed to cease triggering the
fireworks.
1:41 p.m. A harassing phone call complaint was
taken.
1:51 p.m. A caller advised that Jim Gilles was prosetlyzing outside the Curris Center.
2:23 p.m. Jim Gilles' conduct was deemed unacceptable by parties at the Curtis Center. He was
asked to compty·with an agreement made with the
University and was referred to University officials.
5:05 p.m. There was a noise complaint behind
. Franklin College. The subject was gone on arrival.
5:30 p.m. Children were throwing ice from the top
of Stewart Stadium. The subjects were gone on
arrival.
8:41 p.m. There was a report of a reckless driver in
the Stewart Stadium parking lot. The subject was
gone on arrival.

TRAINING

Police Beat is compiled by Morgan Hardy, assistant
news editor, from materials available from Public
Safety.

system.
"1 think we as Greeks get so much out of the
Greek system and I think sometimes we have to
Six out of nine fraternities belonging to the give back to it a little effort, too," Jackson said.
Interfraternity Council are represented on the
With Rush numbers declining, Perlow said he
new executive committee after Tuesday's elec- realizes his new position is crucial to fraternity
tions.....
membership. He plans to organize presentations
"We tried to get a large cross section," Alph~ for summer and fall freshman orientation classes.
Tau Omega member David Perlow, who was Freshmen would be introduced to the Greek syselected Rush chair, said.
tern without pressure from individual fraternities
Jarrod Jackson of Alpha Gamma Rho is the new to join.
"What we're trying to do is use a non-partisan
IFC president, with Daniel Ballard of Lambda Chi
Alpha as the vice president. Ryan Mullins of Pi approach to show the benefits of the Greek sysKappa Alpha was voted into the secretary posi- tern as a whole, and once they come through Rush
tion and Clay Wells of Alpha Gamma Rho was to show the advantages of the individual fraternielected as the new treasurer. John Rhodes, Sigma ties," Perlow said.
Pi president, was elected into the public relations
"There's a lot of advantages in other places ...
slot and Shawn Elder of Sigma Chi is the social but brotherhood is what we're concentrating on,"
chairperson. Marty Hawkins of Sigma Chi is the he said.
new risk management chairperson.
Perlow also suggested ocg~ <!kshops
Experience spoke for Jackson's election tOl the h and setting up a committee with representatives
president's post. With three years as an lFC mem- from individual fraternities te e:q>lore idras for
ber, he said he wanted to contribute to the Greek increasing numbers.
• .,.
• ..
.... '
:
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

Graduation

SCHOOL

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Arr Force
OfficerTrainmg School. There you w1ll become a comm1ss1oned
officer 1n just 12 weeks From the start you'll enJoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacat1on each year.
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how h1gh
..... ..
a career in the Air Force can take
! '"' you, call 1-800-423-USAF. or visit
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com
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College-tlrads- get ~~-?,06* off
wh~n you buy any ChevroJet, Oldsmobile,
·Pontiac or GMC Vehicle.

·A• LOw As $12.50 Per MOnth

-v.ta and ISDN
-

~.-

Racer Escorts - 15
Motorists Assists - 9

IFC elects new executive board

see if we can maybe collaborate,"
Jeffers said.
Along with checking with
other school schedules, Jeffers
will also create new advertising
strategies to better promote his
events.
Assistant Professor of Elementary and Secondary Education
Anne Benes won the raffle held to
raise money for "A Splash of
Comedy." Given the choice
between $1,000 cash and a cruise,
Benes chose the cruise, which
will take her on a seven day and
seven night trip from Florida to
Grand Cayman, past New
Orleans and back to Florida.
Jeffers plans to continue promoting activities next semester
with events, such as a raffle for a
new car or maybe even another
comedy concert.

WantA
Challenge?
OFFICER

WmNESDAY, APRIL 19
12:35 a.m. An officer was out at Elizabeth College
at the request of the Housing Department.
2:15 a.m. There was an argument on the fourth
floor of White College.
7:25 a.m. Traffic control was required for a crane
on University Drive.
8:28 a.m . Emergency medical services were dispatched to Waterfield Library for a student having
a seizure.
1
1:44 p.m. Emergency medical services were
requested for a student who fell off the porch at
Hart College. The student cancelled the request.
3:20 p.m . A student was arrested for driving on a
suspended license and transported to the Calloway County Jail.
4:41 p.m. A student was locked out of a classroom
in Wells Hall.
8:49 p.m. A non-student damaging property w~
reported at Regents College. The person was found
and transported to the Calloway County Jail.
9:12 p.m. Emergency medical services were
requested on the third floor of Hester College for. a
person having a seizure.

TUESDAY, APRIL 18

Comedy acts make big splash
BY PATRICK ABANATHY

10:30 p.m. A har~ssment complaint was taken.

was dispatched to investigate.
3:59 p.m . An officer was out at Regents College to
follow up on a hit and run investigation.
4:42 p.m. Marijuana was reported at Hart College.
Contraband was confiscated and residents were
sent for disciplinary action.
6:35 p.m. An ambulance was sent to the Mentos
Concert for a band member who collapsed on
stage. He was transported to Murray /Calloway
County Hospital.
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GMAC
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*Available only to eligible college graduates who are residents of AR, LA, OK, TX and select counties in AL, CO, lA, ll,
KS, KY, MO, MS, NE, NM, SO and TN. You must be within 6 months of graduation or have graduated within the past 2
years from a two-year or four-year college. Certificate program students ar~ not eligible. You must take retail delivery from
participating dealer stock between 3101/00 and 6(.3(}00. May not be combined with other targeted offers. "GMAC" is a
registered service mark of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation.

It's Time For A Change!
Prior Asst. Commonwealth Attorney

Take a Test Drive and Get a $50 ~

Prior Asst. County Attorney
Private practice for 5 years

• . CertificateH at these Participating Dealers!

Professionalism in office

~~~

Protect YOUR rights, not the criminal

I would appreciate your vote on May 23!

..

Shop on-line for clothing, books and more at over 70 e-ta iler~.

••Offer .,od while supplla last only It l)lttlclpetln& dealers. Availeble only to ruldents of AK, LA, OK, nt end select countla In
AL, CO. lA, IL, KS, KY. MO NE, NM, SO end lN. Off• is open to students at leest 18 ye~JS of 1&8 with 1 valid driYetS llcenM, t-matllddrand student 10 or diploma Iince 5198. Visit -.,ncrec~.conllscr for~ GM Test Drive Certtfoeet. pqrem Nles.

*
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MURRAY. KY

MAYFIELD. KY

BENTON.KY

Dwain Taylor. Chevrolet
(270) 7 53-2617

Parsons Motor Co.
(270) 247-4111

Country Chevrolet
(270) 527-8671
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ViewPoint

V IEWPOINT EDITOR! GREG STARK
PHONE:

762..4.468

Question
of the
Week
Should Elian
Gonzalez stay in the
U.S. or go back to
Cuba?
"I

"Philadelphia" is a p lace
where you cannot get what you
want. I learned the term from the
play "All in the Timing," which
ran several weeks ago on campus.
People can be in a "Philadelphia" and once inside it is nearly
impossible to ask and receive
your request. In essence if you go
to a restaurant, no matter what
you desire the p late will only be
filled with a cheese steak.
But, I like cheese steak. I
thought because I spent a majority of my life in Allentown, Pa.,
only one hour from the "City of
Brotherly Love," I was immune.
I was wrong.
This weekend, I was nostalgic
for a home-cooked meal, so my
mother sent me to KFC to get

some chicken and all the fixin's.
(She likes the taste of home-cooking, but she was never much on
the process.)
I had my order ready when [
got to the window, but it was not
the beginning of an extraordinary drive thru experience. The
worker gave me the typical "welcome" speech and 1 asked for a
bucket of chicken.
" I am sorry we are all out of
chicken," the young woman
said.
"No really, just a bucket of
chicken," l said.
"Honestly ma'am," she said.
"We just ran out of chicken."
I was not so quick on my feet
with plan B, so I just sat there
dumfounded for a moment.
How can KFC be out of chicken?

BOTH SIDES OF
THE FAMILY."

11

1 REALLY

DON'T HAVE AN
OPINION, BUT
GIVE THE KID A
BREAK, HE'S
ONLY SIX."
jASON H AYDEN

sophomore. Mayfield

'·· • ••liliE!'r ., ~.*

· ·~

1FHIS

FATHER

IS ABUSI NG HIM
IN CUBA, HE
NEEDS TO STAY
IN THE

U.S."

freshman. Jackson. Tenn.

"THEY'VE
WASTED THEIR
TIME ON THE
POLITICAL WAR,
SO HE NEEDS
ScoTT KRUGEII

TO GO BACK.

11

freshman. Murray

11

HE WOULD BE
BETTER OFF
HERE, BUT
PEOPLE ARE
MAKING IT
MORE THAN

j EREMY M AJORS

senior, Poseyville, Tenn

j ENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

"HOW CAN
KFC BE OUT OF
CHICKEN?''

Jennifer Saclrarnoski is tire editor in
chief of "Tile Murray State News."

Brother Jim
should have
.speech freedom

IMPORTANT TO

' '·.

In retrospect, the Chinese food
was not that bad and I love to
show off my ability with the
chopsticks. f even enjoyed fighting for the mulch against the
men whose wives had warned
them not to return without it.
There are times when Murray
State seems like a "Philadelphia"
biosphere. It starts when the
alarm clock b set to p.m. instead
of a.m. and ends when sleep
defeats studying. It begins again
when the test is on the chapter
not read and t}:le fi lm not
watched.
But, the greatest reward to living with the obstacles is succeeding in spite of the difficulties.

CAN SEE IT

He's

11

April 11 , 1000

Does McDonald's ever not have
burgers or Pizza Hut ever open
with no pizza?
I thought I could outrun the
"Philadelphia." I opted for Chinese food.
For the n ight the situation was
resolved, but I could not outrun
my destiny. The next day the
home and garden store had no
dark hardwood mulch. I could
not use the multitude of pallets
packed with cedar or pine or
light- we needed 12 more bags
to complete a weekend's worth
of landscaping.
After digging for 45 minutes
through the mass of dirt, I found
the mulch I needed. 1felt so good
I drove back to KFC and ordered
a meal. Once again, f fel t in control of my life.

BOTH WAYS.

H .t.CKfNZIE P IEIICE
junior, Louisvil~

The Murray State News
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NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
&-mall: thenews@murraystate.edu

Jennifer Sac harnoskl
Editor-in-Chief

Jason Yates
Associate Editor

Brandi Williams

Brother Jim gives his annual gift of Easter Condemnation.

News Editor

Greg Stark
Viewpoint Editor

It's tired, but true. The road to
hell is paved with good intentions.
Good intentions were in no
short supply at Jim Gilles' raband
ble-rousers
Tuesday
Wednesday. It takes a lot of firm
belief to be able to stand up to
constant beration as he was. So
of Gilles' belief, there can be no
question.
What of his intentions?
If his goal was to have sidewalk conversions, with Sfudettts
lining up to be immersed in his
"HelllllllFIRE!" belief, he was a
total failure.
However, what if his goal was
to promote thought? What if his
goal was to appear so confident
in his belief it would make the
average whiskey-sodden college student dust off his Bible
and confirm his own beliefs?
With the ci rcus carnival
atmosphere that developed
(even encouraged) at the speaking, this seems the most likely
conclusion.
It has already been affirmed
hundreds of times that a confrontational speaker's rights are
protected. But this situation
makes one wonder, is it ethical
to allow a confrontational
speaker on campus who is
intentionally deluding the students?
Yes.
What does Gilles have to personally gain from his exploits?
He wasn't asking for donations
to his cause. He wasn't asking
that others put down their beers
and follow him. He was asking
that people think, the same
thing we're asked every day by
our professor~. And that right is
most certainly protected.
Preach (and pave) on, Brother
Jim.

Our View
Issue:
B ROTHER j iM
GILLES' VISIT TO
CAMPUS
BROUGHT
CONTROVERSY.

POSITION:
GILLES' GOAL·
WAS TO GET
PEOPLE TO THINK,
ABOUT, NOT

FOU.OW, H&S
TEACHINGS.

Tara Shelby
College Life Editor

J ason Billingsley
SJ)orts Editor

Donald Lawson
Online Ed1tor

Laura Deaton
Photography Editor

Shelley Street

•Your Views
'Future of nation' will be
affected by abortion decision
To the Editor;

Chief Copy Editor

Lance Cherry
Advertising Manager
"The Murray State News" Is prepared and
ed1ted by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the ed1tors and other signed writers.
These op1nions do not necessanly represent
the view of joumalism faculty or the University. This is an official publication of Murray
State University.

On Tuesday, April 25, the U.S.
Supreme Cou rt will render another
landmark decision that is literally a
matter of life and death. The future of
our nation will be immensely affected
by these nine justices when they render their decision regarding partialbirth abortion. As many are aware,
this issue h,1s been debated in our

national legislature since 1996. Congressional votes and polls of the people have confirmed that this barbaric
p rocedure known as partial-birth
abortion is not suppor ted by the
majority in our nation. However, our
president has twice vetoed the PartialBirth Abortion Ban. And so the killing
continues.
Despite the political battle, those of
us who are believers in God know the
issue goes much deeper than legislation. Partial-birth abortion is a reflection of the moral collapse of our cul-

ture. It is a spiritual battle. In fact, partial-birth abortion is not really ne..v. In
Exodus 1:15-17, the King of Egypt
ordered the killing of the baby
Hebrew boys as they were being
delivered. It goes on to say that the
midwives "feared God" and did not
follow those orders. During this time,
God brought forth a great leader for
the Israelite nation whose name was
Moses.
Various Christian leaders have
asked that Americans join them in a
day of prayer and fasting on April 25

as the Supreme Court decides on this
bsue. We would like to encourage
you to join us in this day of p rayer and
fasting. We would also like to invite
you to join us for group prayer at
noon on April 25.
If anyone would like more information on partial-birth abortion, p lease
contact LifeHouse at 753-0700. We
have brochures, pamph lets, news
releases, etc. a\·ailable to the public.
Angie Wyatt
LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center
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Professor tire$ of gasoline price talk
Murray State professor Robert Lochte
originally read this commentary on
WKMS .
I'm getting tired of listening to
people whine about the high·price
of gasoline.
Oil is a commodity on which
we've grown too dependent. Like
any other commodity, market conditions determine its price at any
given moment. Those market condition~ include a reasonably wellorganized cartel whose members
can limit supply.
There is a finite number of
refineries. They normally switch
over to producing heating oil in the
winter. We also have a bunch of

greedy fatcat consumers in the
United States who believe the right
to buck-a-gallon gas is written into
the Constitution.
Most of the latter group drives
around town in vehicles that look
like troop carriers and gulp hi-test
like a school bus. I know one
woman who used to brag that hers
gets gallons per mile. Now she and
all her friends are sending the stock
market crashing down around us
because they have to log on and
cash out another block of Microsoft
every time they head for the Quick
Mart to fill up both tanks.
Although Professor Thompson
has taught us that demand is just as
important in determining price,

most of the moaning and groaning
I hear is aimed at the folks who
control the supply of oil. And that's
what really fries my doughnuts.
Every day I hear and read obnoxious, racist slurs against Arabs.
Over the past few years I have gotten to know many people from the
Arabic countries. They have been
and are some of my best students.
On the whole, they are people who
value a strong moral code, nuclear
families and wholesome environments in which to raise children.
They can maintain religious devotion without proselytizing. We
Americans could learn from their
lifestyle.
What if American farmers were
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KAREN HILL

"WHY WASTE
SUCH A LARGE
AMOUNT OF
MONEY ON
SOMETHING WE
DO NOT

-

dents that a heated swimming pool for
the residential colleges is going to be
great. If you ask me, though, the idea is all
wet.
The news that Murray State is getting
an outdoor swimming pool at the residential colleges has raised many questions with the student body. The first
question that pops into my mind is this:
isn' t there a better way to spend an extra
$175,000 than construction of an unnecessary outdoor swimming pool?
Students at Murray State have access to
a swimming pool in the Carr Health
Building. But how many students use that
pool? ls it so crowded that we need to
spend $175,000 on another one? Why
waste such a large amount of money on
something we do not need?
Supposedly the money for the pool is
from a budget that is to be used only for
"construction" on things other than the
residential colleges. Therefore, renovation
of the colleges would not be possible. But
there are other ways to spend this money
wisely.
The University could reno\•ate the Carr
He<.llth Building. The University could
bettt-r meet the needs of the students who
are not eligible to eat in the T-Room by
constructing a food court that offers a
variety of restaurants for students who
have a meal plan. A bigger place for intramural teams to play basketball and volleyball would be a wise way to spend
some of that money- there is hardly any
room for fans to watch the games in the
old arenas.
There are residential colleges begging

behind their buildings, which would be
less expensive. If the pool is built it will
only be used a short amount of time out
of the year. Spending that much money
for a pool that no one will use is ridiculous!
Supposedly SGA will only support this
if the money comes from somewhere
other than increased student fees and
tuition. What about the upkeep of the
pool, chemicals to clean it, repairs, paying
lifeguards, landscaping and security for
the remainder of the time the pool is in
operation? I do not think $175,000 will
cover the cost of construction and the factors 1 have mentioned.
And will $175,000 cover liability insurance for the pool? People will abuse the
pool. Even though it is against the rules,
students drink in the residential colleges.
What happens when intoxicated students
decide to go for a swim? Will security
have to monitor the pool all night?
Security is also important in keeping
the general public from using the pool.
This is another liability issue and if the
University installs some kind of system to
monitor usage, it will cost more money.
Finally, SGA voted on this issue without ever consulting the student body.
When this much money hangs in the batance, students should have a say in how it
is spent. It is not right we should be told,
not asked, about a swimming pool that
will likely leave the Unlversity drowning
in problems.

Karen Hill is a junior organizational
communications major from Paducah.

as well organized as OPEC? Over
six months' time, the price of com,
soybeans, hogs or chickens nearly
triples, and we consumers feel the
bite every time we buy groceries.
Would we be accusing our neighbors of price gouging, complaining
this is the thanks we get for bailing
them out every time it rains too
much or not enough? Would we
say nasty things about their mothers?
And here's another thing. A lot of
these so called Arabs look like Mexicans, Nigerians, Venezuelans,
native Americans from Alaska and
good ol' boys and girls from
Louisiana, Texas, Kansas and elsewhere in the oil patch. Since they

share the wealth, shouldn't they
share the wrath as well?
If the price of bacon tripled, I'd
eat more grits for breakfast and
cook my white beans with garlic
and rosemary. It might even be
healthier. So with the price of gas as
high as it is, I don't fiU up as often,
take one less trip to Paducah a
month and get by just fine. It helps
to drive a comfortable car that gets
nearly 30 miles to the gallon. They
build 'em like that right here in
Kentucky.

Robert Locltte is an associate
professor of journalism at Murray
State.

In My
Opinion

ROBERT LOCHTE

"IT

HELPS TO
DRIVE A
COMFORTABLE
CAR THAT GETS
30 MILES TO
THE GALLON."

Mentos show not
breath of fresh air
1 would like to take this opportu- collegiate experience in mind when
nity to congratulate the Student planning activities: having as much
Government Association on a con- fun as possible. Classes are just an
cert well done.
excuse to have thousands of young
When Mentos tents and a huge people live in a central location and
stage descended on Springer Col- party, after all.
lege's back lawn, I knew we were
Why, if it hadn't been for the conall in for a treat. After all, there is no cert on Monday night blasting deafbetter place for concert speakers eningly into my room, I could have
than just feet from residential col- done something with my time as
lege rooms. Planning this event in a frivolous as writing an English
more central location on campus, paper or (gasp) studying for math.
say where MTV invaded, would Thank you for saving me from
have been foolish.
being productive.
The staggering dozens that
The icing on the cake was the
braved the muddy field as well as incessant sound of electric driUs
residents of Springer College and and clanking as the bands' road
College Courts were treated to crew tore down the stage until 1
• hours of wall-rattling fun on Mon- a.m. This provided me with ample
day from 5 to 10 p.m. It was just like opportunity to stare at my ceiling,
having a gigantic stereo you can't contemplating exactly how early
tum off.
my morning class was and supplied
The scheduling was impeccable, me with the perfect creative atmosalso. Couta there be a better time phere to write this commentary.
for a concert than a Monday night?
After this experience, I feel my
Because wht.>n I think Monday, I needs as a mere student really are
think fun. It's a perfect time for important to SGA, after all. This is
members of the community as well just the type of top-notch planning
as Murray State students to not be for which the University allots
involved because they have class or funds for your salary. Once again,
work the next day.
congrats on a job well done.
It's comforting to know our virtually uncontested student govern- Windy Mohead is a contributing writer
ment keeps the true purpose of the for ''The Murray State News."

In My
Opinion
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WINDY MOHEAD
"THE ICING ON
THE CAKE WAS
THE INCESSANT
SOUND OF
ELECTRIC DRILLS
AND CLANKING
AS THE BANDS'
ROAD CREW
TORE DOWN
THE STAGE
UNTIL

I

A.M."

Eli an's outcome
doesn't really matter.
W AAAZZZZZZZUUUUUUUP?
Before I write this column, I am
going to get something off my
chest.
First of all, I am writing this column about Elian Gonzalez. I
know that after I write this column I am going to get called out
because little Elian is the subject
of our Question of the Week and
we absolutely cannot have two
things in the friendly viewpoint
section about the same topic. This
is what I refer to as "over-thinking" - the process of thinking too
much.
But I digress.
Since this is my last column as
viewpoint editor, I am actually
going to take a stand. My position
is that little Elian is just a kid.
ActualJy, that's more of a fact
than a position. But let me continue.
The little guy floated from
Cuba to Florida and like a new
cuddly pet, some Americans
want to keep him here.
Some, however, want him to go
back where he came from.
And others, like me, don't really care whether he stays or goes.
So 1 really don't have a position
on this topic. However, I do want
more people to come over to my
side of the raft.
Elian is just a kid. Others have
come into the United States and
have not gotten any coverage, but

it seems like we get to see what he
does every waking hour of the
day.
Instead of EdlV, let's call it
ElianTV. The bad news is, it's on
every channel.

In My
Opinion

Toniglzt 011 the news: Elian Gonzalez, witlt other kids, plays ou the
swing sl!l. Tl1e saga continues as to
whether or not lte will stay in the
U11ited States.
Same bad Elian time. Same bad
Elian channel.
Most Americans who want him
here seem to be thinking about
the past: the Cuban missile crisis,
the Bay-of-Pigs invasion. People
want to take away from Fidel
Castro what others think is rightfully his. Some of us are so patriotic as to believe keeping Elian
here is a victory over Cuba.
1 think the United States winning over Cuba is comparable to
Murray State's men's basketball
team getting a tough win over
Mayfield High School.
Elian is an object, an object of
our affection. He is the stray dog
who found his way onto our front
porch and we just don't want to
take him back to the pound.
And a note of irony. If you take
the word "Elian" and switch the
letters around, you get "alien," as
in "illegal alien."

Greg Stark is the VleWfiOint editor for
"Tile Murray State News."

GREG STARK

" INSTEAD OF
EDTY, LET'S
CALL IT
ELIANTY. THE
BAD NEWS IS,
IT'S ON EVERY
CHANNEL."
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Richmond students disciplined
Two

Judicial Board hearing, an
option granted in the Student
Life Handbook.
Young said the students are
allowed to attend classes, but
not to be on campus for any
other reason. They are now liv·ing off campus. Young would
not release further details
regarding action the University
will take against the students.
"We look at students on our
campus and if the act is such that
it disrupts the natural flow of the
education process, then we'll
proceed with our disciplinary

BY liSA WHEAT

RICHMOND
C OLLEGE
STUDENTS
HAVE
CONFESSED
TO WRITING A
THREATENING
E-MAIL TO
RESIDENTS.

STAFF WRITER

justin Adams and Aaron Soto
admitted to sending a malicious
e-mail to about 40 Richmond
College residents, Assistant Vice
President for Student Affairs
Mike Young said. The students
will appear in court May 1.
Adams and Soto were charged
with terroristic threatening, a
misdemeanor punishable by up
to one year in jail.
Young met with Adams and
Soto in an administration hearing, which they chose over a

process," Young said.
Adams, who is from Alexander County, m., will meet graduation requirements this May.
Soto is a sophomore from Lewis·
port.
Interim Director of Public
Safety
Mittie Southerland
advised "The Murray State
News" not to print information
regarding how the students
were caught, for fear of copycat
crimes.
Said Southerland: "The less
it's advertised, the better off our
campus will be."

Veterinary clinics hire MSU students
BY MARCI OwEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Local veterinarians are
helping Murray State students obtain the experience
they need to excel in the
workplace.
Murray Animal Hospital,
Veterinary Medical Center,
Warner Animal Clinic and
other local clinics have hired
from two to five student
workers in the field of animal health to help the students get more hands-on
experience.

Laura Tracy, sophomore
from Louisville, said she
loves being able to get the
experience that all students
in animal health should get
before they go out and try to
do it on their own. ·
"I've only been working at
the Veterinary Medical Center for two to three months
now, but I already feel more
confident doing many things
that J was nervous about
befo~e," Tracy said.
Tracy said her jobs at the
clinic include bathing the

animals, administering medications, performing lab tests
and assisting in exam rooms
and surgeries.
Marcie Johnson, an animal
health technician at Warner
Animal Clinic, said the student workers do a lot of kennel work, and everything
else they do tends to be more
supervised.
"The most important thing
that I've learned is how to
work with the clients," Tracy
said. "That's something that
they can't really teach you in

schooL"
Johnson tiaid the students
seem comple tely different
after working for just a couple of months.
"You can just tell how
much their confidence level
rises," Johnson said.
Tracy said she feels more
comfortable doing things the
more opportunities she has
to practice.
"I'm just glad I'm gett_ing
through some of the uncomfortable stage before I graduate."

Jeremy Edwards/The New)

The business of learning:

Students from Margie Boldt's
Information System! for Accounting class enjoy the nice weather by
having class outside in front of the Business Bu ilding.
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E-resumes improve career Petition protests proposed pool
prospects, open job options
BY

ELECTRONIC
PORTFOLIOS,
THE LATEST
INNOVATION
IN JOB
HUNTING,
MAY BE
COMING
TO CAMPUS
SOON.

BY LOREE STARk
STAFF WRITER

Murray State students may soon have
an edge when entering the job force.
Several faculty members are pushing to
offer an electronic portfolio option as an
alternative to the average resume.
Linda Miller, director of Academic
Computing and Technology Services,
said the idea to bring electronic portfolios to Murray State was brought up
about two months ago.
Miller said the idea formed when a
student came to her office looking for
information on how to start an electronic portfolio. When Miller realized the
campus did not offer an open program
to instruct students on how to compose
an electronic portfolio, she decided to
take action and.
Benefits of having an electronic portfolio include the ability to showcase
technological abilities, use video clips
and have Power Point presentations on
a resume for potential employers to

BRANDl WILLIAMS
NEWS EDITOR

The administration
may feel the students
want a swimming pool,
but several students disagree.
Amanda
Cottner,
freshman
from
Louisville, said she does
not think a swimming
pool would benefit the
students. She found students who felt the same
way and decided to start
a petition drive.
"I didn't understand
why they would want to
b)..l.ild a new pool when
we already have one,"
Cottner said.
She went to all of the
residential colleges and
posted copies of the petition at the front desk.
So far she has collected 200 signatures.
Cottner would like to
remain positive but she
said she really does not

view.
"Electronic portfolios have such a
great potential value to our students,"
Miller said. "Students now really need
to be comfortable with technology and
be able to demonstrate it with a webbased or electronic portfolio."
lou Tillson, Assistant Dean of the
College of Fine Arts and Communications, serves on the Technology Trust
Fund, which reserves faculty grants for
technological needs.
Tillson teaches a capstone course, which
helps students prepare resumes. Tillson
said she believes an electronic portfolio
will give graduating students an edge
when seeking employment.
"I think this will be beneficial for
those students who will be seeking
employment in technological areas,"
Tillson said. "They (the employers)
need to see that information in an electronic form."
Miller said a plan is currently in the
works to bring electronic portfolios to
Murray's campus.

feel the University will Student
Government
listen.
Association President,
"1 really don't think said he received a lot of
they care," Cottner said. negative feedback about
"They have their heart the pools since the SGA
decided to back it.
set on this pool."
Don Robertson, vice
When the SGA decidpresident of Student ed to support the proAffairs, said the Univer- posal for the pools, they
sity is trying to look after understood there wou ld
the best interests of the be no student fees used
students.
to maintain the pools.
"The whole reason
Kirkham said if stuwas to provide recre- dent fees will be used,
ational opportunities," then SGA will withdraw
Robertson said. "It was their support.
never meant to be a
Instead of Jump Day,
source of controversy."
the SGA will present a
Robertson also said survey that will contain
the money could possi- one question. The surbly be used for other vey will explain the sitthings on the campus.
uation on the pools, and
"If the students say the students will be
they'd rather see the allowed to vote on it.
money go to other
Said Kirkham: "Presithings, then the project dent Alexander does not
wouldn't
continue," want to build something
Robertson said.
for the students if the
Brandon
Kirkham, students do not want it."
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BRANDON KIRKHAM
SGA President

" PRESIDENT
ALEXANDER DOES
NOT WANT TO
BUILD
SOMETHING FOR
THE STUDENTS IF
THE STUDENTS DO
NOT WANT IT!'
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Congratulations to all of our wlnnersl
From the Murray State University Coalition for
Reduction of High Risk Drinking.

DRIVE SAFELYTHIS WEEKEND
SOMEBUNNY LOVES YOU!!!

Thank you to all the oomrnunity members who donated gifts.
Pier 1 - Video Gold - Tenapin Station- Martha's Restaurant - 15th & Olive - YMCA- A
Charmed Ufe - SuperAmerica- August Moon - Cheri Theaters - Log Cabin Restaurant Pizza Hut- Copy Plus - Munay Quik Wle -People's Bank - lklial Planter's Bank - Healthy
lllorouglbreds Wellness Program - Munay State University Food Services.
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Handicap inaccessibility becomes issue in places on campus
WILSON HAU
AND RSEC
ARE TWO
PLACES
ON CAMPUS
THAT HAVE
BEEN
IDENTIFIED
AS
HANDICAP
INACCESSIBLE.

BY B RAD DARNALL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When nature calls, you don't want to waste
time searching for a restroom. Graduate stu·
dent Jeanne Gallimore from Murray knows
this and remembers one frustrating night
during a class in Wilson Hall.
"I was on the third floor,'' Gallimore said.
"I went all the way down the hall and the
restrooms were not accessible, so 1 had to go
back down the hall to the elevator and go
down to the second floor."
Those restrooms were not handicap accessible either. Gallimore once more had to go
back to the elevator and to the first floor.
Those restrooms were accessible. Gallimore
said she could have saved time had she been
informed where to find a handicap accessible
restroom.
"There was no signage directing me to an
accessible restroom/' Gallimore said. "So I
had to go to all three floors to find out for
myself."

Restrooms are just one of the many problems Gallimore said she has seen across Murray's campus. But Gallimore is not just a stu·
dent at the University. She is abo an advocatt?
who works for the Center For Accessible Living in Murray.
Gallimore said many buildings are inaccessible to students like her who use a wheelchair, as well as to students with other disabilities. She said buildings do not have proper signs directing handicappt.-d students and
said the University's new multi-million dollar Regional Special Events Center has inddcquate seating.
RSEC's inadequate seating first caused Gallimore to voice her concerns about accessibil·
ity. Gallimore said RSEC does not comply
with the guidelines set in the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990. Gallimore first spoke
up nearly two years .1go.
However, she snid the University W<1s
unresponsive to her concerns, so she took
legal action against the University.
"Had the University just met with us and
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As part of its policy, the Off1ce for Civil
Rights wiU notify the school first. If the find·
ings are against the school, the OCR will go
into negotiations to work out a time frame to
fix the problems. It is not until after any negotiations that Gallimore will know the decision.
In contrast to Gallimore's opinion the Uni·
versity was unresponsive and uncooperative,
Riddick said the University has been very
cooperative.
Despite that difference, Galljmore said she
is sure the investigation will not contradict
what she believes.
Gallimore said since the investigation she
has seen more curb cuts and accessible parking, but she said that is not enough .
Gallimore said all she is asking for is that if
something is offered for a person without a
disability, that it also be offered for a person
with a disability.
Said Gallimore: "We're not asking for special treatment, just equal."

1• r1• n g or t e Fa
Rm.lll to a p pI •

current
Come to Wilson

WE NOW SHIP

let us voice our concerns, this could've been
worked out," Gallimore said. "Instead they
took the attitude of 'If we ignore them they'll
go away' and we didn't go away."
Instead of backing off, Gallimore stepped
up her fight for accessibility. She filed a complaint with the Office of Civil Rights. The
OCR has jurisdiction over any institution that
receives federal funds, including the University.
As a result of the complaint, an official
investigation was launched against Murray
State. Officers from the OCR came to the University last August to investigate claims of
inaccessibility at RSEC and across campus.
Dianne Riddick was one of the investigating officers. Her office is based out of Pennsylvania. In a recent phone interview, Rid·
dick said she could not comment on the
department's findings.
Riddick did say the department is expecting a decision by the end of the month. Gallimore and the public will not know until
later.
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Several area restaurants offer variety of meatless entrees
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

For many vegetarians, finding food can be like
trying to complete a scavenger hunt with a good
meal as the prize.
Some Murray businesses are taking that into
account when they plan their menus and stock
their shelves.
Terri Thweatt, owner of Nature's Bounty Sandwich Shop, said about 30 percent of the restaurant's
menu is vegetarian. It serves Gardenburgers, veggie melts and vegetarian chili along with salads.
"We serve a healthy menu, so naturally there are
vegetarian choices," Thweatt said.
Fifteenth and Olive has a number of vegetarian
options, supervisor Lauren Boswell said.

"We have a p retty wide selection," Boswell said.
"If a vegetarian wants to eat here, they can get a
pretty good meal that is comparable to a meal with
meat."
Fifteenth and Olive has mushroom and cheese
stuffed bread, a veggie wrap, soups and salads on
the menu. Boswell said Fifteenth and Olive also
has vegetarian specials occasionally.
''It's not on the menu all the time, but we have
vegetarian quesadillas that are very popular,"
Boswell said.
HRH Dumplin's employee Aimee Lashlee said
Dumplln's gets a lot of business from vegetarians.
"Along with the salads and soups, we have a
broccoli and rice quiche that is popular with vege·
tarians," Lashlee said. " It's a big seller."
Lashlee said the pimento cheese and salads are

also very popular.
Chris Hill, an employee of Victor's Sandwiches,
said several vegetarians frequent the shop.
Victor's offers a vegetarian sub and potato skins
with vegetables instead of meat.
"We have a bun ch of salads and we can customize sandwich es," Hill said. "lf someone wants
a ham and cheese w ithout the ham, we can do
that."
If you would rather cook your own meals, severa l s tores offer a variety of vegetarian supplies.
Patsy Lampkin, owner of the Peach Blossom,
said her store has many vegetarian products~
"We're adding foods all the time," Lampkin
said. "Right now, we have everything from Boca
Burgers to tofu."
Peach Blossom also carries grooming products

like shampoo and deodorant that have no unimalderived ingredients and are not tested on animals.
"A substantial amount of b~siness is from veg~
tarians, but everyone is invited to the store, not just
vegetarians," Lampkin said.
Der Dutch Merchants has a wide variety of fresh,
organic produce like apples, grapes, broccoli, lettuce and carrots.
Owner Ray Koehn said many of his customers
are vegetarians. Der Dutch Merchants also sells
soy products, like tofu and tempeh, soy nuts, f.OY
yogurt, organ ic milk and eggs and meatless burgers.
"We have a very good selection," Koehn said.
"Of course, if people come in and we don't have
something, we can special order it.''

Vegetarianism serves as alternative for some students
BY KYLE SHADOAN
STAff WRITER

While many vegetarian students
find it hard to maintain their diet,
they receive much gratification
from their accomplishments.
"I became a vegetarian for e\·ery
reason
imaginable,"
Carrie
Clouse, sophomore from Elizabethtown, said. "For me personally I couldn't justify an existence
based on the suffering of other
animals."
Zach Konkol, sophomore from
Henderson, said he became a vegetarian because of a s imilar concern.
" I became a vegetarian about a
year ago out of concern over the
way the animals were treated in
captivity and the way they were
killed," Konkol said.
There are two bJSic
separations for
different types ~f
vegetarians
lactcrovoveg~

tarians

,md vegans. Lacto-ovovegetarians,
while not eating meat such as beef
and pork, still eat dairy products
a~d egg products. Vegans do not.
Clouse said she has been a lactcr
ovovegetarian since t he eighth
grade and became a vegan her
junior year in high school.
A vegan not only doesn't eat
meat, but also refrains from using
any animal by-products such as
honey, leather, wool, silk, or any
product tested on animals, Clouse
said.
Many students find it hard to
maintain a vegetarian diet in this
area of the country.
"They serve meat aU the time,"
Karly Stribling, freshman from
Louisville, said. "They p ut meat in
things you usually wouldn't
expect them to."
Linda Hollingsworth, dinning
hall manager of Winslow Dining
Hall, said the cafeteria is trying to
cater to those with a wgetarian
diet.

Monday through Friday for lunch
and Monday through Thursday
for dinner the cafeteria offers a
vegetarian line that has a choice of
two vegetarian entrees.
•Vegetarian: Diets excluding all or some aniThese meals are not hard to p remal
products. There are many variations of the
pare with basic vegetarian dishes,
diet.
Hollingsworth said. She said
•Vegan: One consuming diet excluding all anivegan diets are hard to cater to.
mal
products, eating only foods of plant origin.
"We are open to new vegetarian
•
Lacto-vegetarian:
Eats plant foods plus
meals if .they s uggest one,"
some
or
all
dairy
products.
Hollingsworth said. "But we do
• Lacto-ovovegetarian: Conhave to limit our resources to a
sumes
plant foods, milk, dairy
broad vegetarian diet."
Konkol said even with the conproducts and eggs.
cessions the cafeteria has made, it
• Semi Vegetarian: Not a true
vegetarian diet, however
is s till difficult to maintain a vegetarian lifestyle w hen required to
limit their use of animal prod
p urchase a meal plan.
ucts. Some exclude red
Clouse said it was easier for her
meat only and eat
to change to a vegetarian diet than
chicken
to live based on the suffering of
fish.
animals.
"This isn' t the best place to be
a vegetarian , but it's not as ~
hard as many think," Clouse
said. " I've tried other ,. ~
foods I wouldn't have
tried when I was an
W'
omnivore."

Definition of a Vegetarian

These famous \'egetarians from left to right
a re: T he Beatles (yes,
a ll of them), Ashley

J udd, Willia m Shatner and Albert Einstein.
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The
Week
Ahead

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Science Fair
2000- Regional
Special Events
Center, 8 a.m. to
1 p.m.
• Baseball- MSU
vs. Middle
Tennessee State,
Reagan Field, 1
p.m.

• Sunday schoolChi Alpha, Hart
College, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

•SGAApplications due
for Campus
Activities Board
chair positions,
SGA office, noon.
• Book signingJames Bolin,
author of
"Bossism and
Reform in a
Southern City:
Lexington, Kentucky, 18801940,"Curris Center Rocking Chair
Lounge, 10:30
a.m. to noon.
• Bible studyBaptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.
•Bible studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.

•SGA- Campus
Activities Board
chair selection
interviews,
Curris Center
Tennessee Room,
all day.
• Deadline for
Senior
Breakfast- RSVP
in the Student
Affairs office.
• Orientation- .
Semester in
Regensburg, 4
p.m.
•Concert- Jazz
Band I and II
concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p.m.

•MeetingAccounting
Society, Business
Building Room
353, 4 to 5:30
p.m.
•SGA-Senate
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 5 to 6 p.m.
• Concert- 19th
Annual Dance
Concert, Robert
E. Johnson
Theatre, 7 p.m.
• Recital- Scott
Schmitt,
percussion,
Performing Arts
Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, 8
p.m.

•SGA- Judicial
Board meeting,
Curris Center
Cumberland
Room, 3:30 p.m.
• Concert- 19th
Annual Dance
Concert, Robert
E. johnson
Theatre, 7 p.m .
• Lecture- Harry
Lee Waterfield
Distinguished
Lecture in Public
Affairs by JohnS.
Jackson Ill, Curris Center Theatre, 7 p.m.
• ConcertSymphonic Band
Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p.m.

CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN.
POST INFORMATION IN THE

762-4480
762-3175.

CALENDAR, PHONE
FAX IT TO

April 21 • 2000

• MeetingCampus Town
Meeting with
U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, Curtis
Center Dance
Lounge, 11 a.m.
to noon.
• SGA- Scribes
and Vibes, Curris
Center Sunset
Strips, 8 p.m. to
midnight.
• Baseball- MSU
vs. Middle
Tennessee State,
Reagan Field, 1
p.m.

HAVE A lOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON

To
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Supergrass still unheard of after three albums
Music
Review

BY K YLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

Album:
"Supergrass"
Grade: B+
Comments:
"This album's
blend of music
and lyrics
definitely
makes it worth
checking out.
Supergrass is a
pretty 'super'
band."

After being around for five
years and putting out three
albums, Supergrass is still relatively unheard of.
The band released its debut
album in 1995, titled "I Should
Coco," and almost immediately
became pop I rock stars in
Britain.
The group's second album, "ln
It For the Money," followed and
their third and lates t release,
"Supergrass."
This album is filled with a
good mixture of music. Elements such as the incorporation
of acoustic and electric guitar are
mixed with the Pink Floyd-like
keyboards.
Each one has a different feel,
whether in its lyrics, tempo or

vocals.
Several songs, such as "Beautifu l People" and "Jesus Came
From Outta Space," sound very
close to Blur's style, while others, such as "Pumping On Your
Stereo," sound as if they were
influenced by The Rolling
Stones. "Moving" is reminiscent
of a Radiohead song and, musically, "Shotover Hill" could be a
Neil Young track.
Songs like "Mary," "What
Went Wrong (In Your Head)''
and "Born Again" have an original sound that cannot be compared to another band's style.
The band's current single,
"Mary," has one of the most
entertaining, coolest videos on
TV. "Mary" is also one of the
only SOr:tgS on the album that has
heavy, prominent keyboards on
it.

The band's lyrics also have a
wide range of variety, either
being' humorous or very personal and emotional.
Some of the more humorous
songs on this album are "What
Went Wrong (In Your Head),"
"Beautiful People" and "Jesus
Came From Outta Space."
The other more serious ones
are "Your Love," "Faraway"
and "Mama & Papa."
Supergrass provides a good
sound of rock/ pop music and
proves combination can still be a
recipe for success. The members
certainly did not become successful just because they look
good.
This album's blend of music
and lyrics definitely makes it
worth checking out. Supergrass
seems to be a pretty 'super'
band.

Top

Albums
. t. Joe"MyName is
Joe''
2. Pink Floyd "Is There
Anybody Out
There"
3. Da Brat"Unrestricted"
4. Jay Z- " Vol.
3"
5. "Heavy
Metal"soundtrack

EMI Records

Supergrass has released Its self-titled album, a mixture of
different types of lyrics and music.

Sources: Sunset
Boulevard
Music and
Terrapin Station

KWIKCA

MURRA
NEED CA$H???

GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!
WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!

WHAT DO I NEED?
·ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
- PROOF OF INCOME

113 MINUTES $5
241 MINUTES $10

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER

Your favorite UPN shows are
now on UPN 46 - Star Trek:
Voyager, Moesha and The
WWF Smackdown! Watch
and enjoy UPN along with
UPN 46's other great shows Queen Latifah, Family Feud,
Cops and Blind Date!

(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)

WQTV Murray

WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

w ww. upn -4 6 . com

Your Hometown Station!
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English student group
celebrates writer's day

Weather does not impair concert far~
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER

BY KRISTA

ASSISTANT COUEGE liFE EDITOR

MATHENY

STAFF WRITER

One of the coolest days of the spring didn't
stop the Mentos Freshrnaker Tour from making it a bit cooler.
Campus Activities Board Chair Curtis Baker
said more than 900 students participated in the
day' s events.
"At the very beginning we had 200 to 300
people," Baker said. II As the rught progressed
we had around 900 students."
Student Government Association Vice President Kevin Lowe said he expected about 500 to
600 students to participate.
"The weather was a negative aspect," Lowe
said. "Mother nature dedded not to cooperate,
but it was a huge success."
The day began with an activity village featuring many different tents set up behind
Springer College. The tents featured Rock and
Roll Jeopardy, Name that Video, a rock climbing wall, a Mentos lounge and an information
booth.
Students could win prizes such as T-shirts,
sweatshirts, polo style shirts, COs, Playstation
games and Mentos candies. All activities,
including the concert, were free to Murray
State students. Also, the Campus Activities
Board did not have to pay a fee for the tour to
come to the University.
"It was a huge success considering the ratio
of students' money spent and students
involved," Baker said.
The concerts began at 5 p.m. and ran until
about 9 p.m. Two local bands, Whirling Debris
and Hoosier Daddy, opened the concert.
"The neat thing about Whirling Debris is that
they weren't originally on the bill," Baker said.
"They were playing at The (Big) Apple (Cafe)

Ryan Brook!JThe News

J ohn McDaniel, senior from Big Sandy, Tenn., performs l\i th Hoosier Daddy at the Mentos
Freshmaker Tour Monday night.
and the staff from the tour asked them to play."
Following the local bands were The New Rising Sons and Stroke 9.
"The band (Stroke 9) was great," Baker said.
"They stuck around until every autograph was
signed. 1bey are very personal with their audience."
Pink, who was scheduled to perform before
Stroke 9, canceled because of management
problems.
"We did not know for sure until noon that
Pink was canceled," Baker said. "The tour staff
knew two weeks ago that Pink was canceled,
but it was totally out of my hands."
The absence of Pink didn't ll'ave students

1~1

• TranServe AutomatiC
Transnussion Service
• Flush & FlU Machine
• Complete Fluid Cnange
• Coonng System Service
• Bell$ & Hoses

blue, however.
" I liked the outdoor atmosphere," Tony
Burba, freshman from Bardstown, s.1id. " It wa~
a more personal experience."
Lowe said he wants to continue this kind of
performance at Murray State.
"We want to do some more events like this,"
Lowe said. "We need more events where students can hang out all day."
This will not be the last concert for Murray
State students.
''We keep getting better," Lowe said. "We
have so m.1ny contacts and people who know
about us frorn our past shows, it will hopefu lly
get us a wider variety of acts."

_ra;_l

~
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Move over Bobbie Ann
Mason. A new ]esse Stuart
may be discovered in the
English Student Organization's celebration of Kentucky Writers' Day.
A literary reading will be
held Monday in the Curris
Center Ballroom from 7 to 9
p.m., and it will include
works of various students.
Addam Vessa, sophomore
from Florence and coordinator of poetry readings for
ESO, helped put the event
together.
·
''The reading will be
mainly poetry," Vessa said.
"However, we are not just
limited to poetry. Students
may read short fiction
works or non-fiction creative stories."
Vessa said the ESO tries
to sponsor at least one or
two literary readings a
semester. Here aspiring
writers can read their
works to peers and teachers, he said.
"We (the ESO) want to
rally up as much support as
we can," Vessa said. "This
is a great opportunity to
accumulate more interest."
Vessa said the list of
readers has already been
chosen. If time permits,

~

there might be an open
mike session at the end of
the program in which people who d id not make it on
the list can read their
works.
Many of the works will
come out of creative writing workshops that are
taught by English Pl'Ofessor
Ann Neelon.
"People come out of the
woodwork for these programs," Neelon said. "Last
time we had people reading who were not involved
with the workshops."
Vessa said the pro~ram
also takes place on Kentucky writ~r Robert Penn
Warren's birthday.
Kentucky Writers' Day is
also being sponsored by the
Kentucky Writers' Coalition and the Kentucky Arts
Council. In celebration of
the year 2000, the KWC is
attempting to get 2,000 students involved in similar
literary readings across
Kentucky.
Ruthie Maslin, director of
the KWC, is confident this
high number can be
reached.
"Writers comprise a substantial portion of Kentucky's artists," Maslin said.
"Kentucky Writers' Day is
a way for the state to come
together as a group."

I

- - - - - - - - MAKE THIS SUMMER ONE TO REMEMBER!- - - - - - - -

507 S. 12th St. - Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T. L. C.
for your car, truck, motor home.

.

Martial Arts is never boring.

'*'

Martial Arts is fun and you learn to defend yourself
while improving your cardiovascular endurance.

l\lletropolltan Cornrnunlty Church

t.i:\

O:.~"e'!::';'!'ah

~

Maatlng a"

Paducah, KY 42002

Aav. L. F !n ,

626· B Broadway
(Behind Curtis
May's Studio)

t.i:\

Past~u;'s'::~~ ~~~:::f~os

S ervices :
S u n d a y 1 1 : 00 A . M .
Wed . 7 : 00P.M.

Martial Arts will get you in shape and can improve
your body tone, decrease body fat and improve your
overall level of fitness and confidence.

Call Today!

4 3
= 0 · Sp.m .
(270) 443-3339
(270) 753-6361

753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray

~~cASH

Unleash Your Potential

IN A FLASH''

Loans On An3J~hine Of Valu•
We Tote The Note Auto S ales

A~X

C a rs • Tru c k s • C ons • Knives • TV••
S t e r eos • M u s i cal E qui pment • Coins • Jewel ry
S tamps • Baseball Cards • Antiq u es • Miscella n eous

zs Year Anniversary

AVEDA ~

713 S. 12 St. MURRAY, KY 42071
753-7113

the or1 and scionco o f pur& ftowGt and plant essenceJ

LOOKING FOR I SUDER JOB?
Waat to stay In M1D'..ay?
Enjoy wo..klag wltb kids?
Weekeads off!
Thea C:aaap WOW Is to.. yoa!
Camp WOW i6 now hiring G.tnna\ C.OUnw\o~. "-'c.btl"f
Gbi\d Cart ~dall•t. food ~rvtu ,tHOnnM,

~tda\itt.

A
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2000- 2001 Officers
President: Jessica Miller
Vice President: Amanda Warren
Tresurer: Christine Myers
Recording Secretary: Amanda Dawson
Pledge Captain: Meagan Wright
Devotional Chair: Cheryl Minter
Corresponding Secretary: Ellee Koss
National Representative: Ashley Propes
Philantrophic Chair: j ennifer Callicoat
Historian: Tiffany Hale
Hospitality Chair: Bekah Philippi
Rush Chair: Bethaney Adams

CAMP WOW~~~

f.nvtronmtnta\l•t. ltnnit ln•tru£tor. Ghal\tng• C..OurM/
~" CourM ~tda\i•t. fZ.tftt ln•tru,tor, ,oo\ Dirt£tor
~l). and £M1'1tlta\th l.are. Coordinator.
Some benefits you will receive as an

;Congratulations:

Celebrate Earth Day.
Make a Difference wtth Aveda's App)in1ments for the Earth.

Our Newest Initiates

In~ Avedo wll donate a portion of 1he pr~ from seiVices end
select products to orgoniz~ that wor1< for biodversi1y. Be on mont
envirorrnentolist ord activist- end look better; too. tv1oke yru
Appointroont for the Earth today at porOCipoting Avedo Concept &lions
and Environmental Ufesty1e Stores.

employee of Camp WOW are:
£'Jperienu and ~mt. qua\ifitation
fru ~om and e.oard for tbe. entire. &ummer.
including ~uUnd6 (\aundf'i fa£ilitiu available.)
Organiud ~uUnd 4f>taff At.tivitiu
fru urtific.ation6 in fir•t Nd, Cptl.
and Lifeguarding
Deve-lop la&ting frimckhip6

tt

Ginny Gottschalk
Susanne Schneider
Christy Stephens

Come in and sgn a petition to help save 1he 1roplcol forest. Receive a

!roo taguo nut bracelet when you purchase new sop rTlO$ shcrnpoo or
candle.

Student Ambassadors
Christine Myers and Meagan Wright

lo/!te10rJ'ozliab QJ'Y/ cfoa/

For more information call 210-753-4382 and
ask for Colleen "Dinller" IDdenon or visit our
welaslte at -.campwow.net

73 7 7 Johnson Blvd.
767-0760

; -

AKn for a successful 1st semeste r!
Vet School: Jennifer Fleener
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Large crowd expected
by dance concert cast
BY PATRICK ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Several Murray State students, along
with other friends of dance, are working
hard to get ready for the 19th Annual
MSU Dance Concert.
The concert is titled "Core." This title
is appropriate because the dancers have
come up with several unique ideas for
their performances.
"We thought that everybody was
kind of starting from a place that was
really, truly unique to themselves," Car·
olyn Thomas, visiting guest artist from
Chicago, said. "You know, very honest,
not trying to dance like they think
they're supposed to dance or create
things that they've seen before. But I
think a lot of the work this year is coming from really kind of gutsy, core
places."
Most of the dancers are students at

Murray State. Ten choreographers
guide the students in their dance rou·
tines.
This annual event allows several stu·
dents to come together and express
their talents in what is, for many graduating seniors, a final chance to show
their skills at the University.
"The pieces are stronger this year and
Photos by
they're a little more difficult than we've
Laura Deaton
had in years past," Brance Cornelius,
(Top): Kelly Petermeyer, sophomore from Carlyle.
junior from Lexington and choreograIll. and Karsla Slaughter, senior from Hopkinknllle
pher, said.
rehearse for the concert.
This year's MSU Dance Concert is
(RJgbt):Shahara Love Nail, senior from Glasglow,
expected to pull in a large crowd,
practices.
Thomas said.
"We always get good, healthy several types of dances ranging from improvement in the dance routines.
crowds," Thomas said. "We always like modem to classical pieces, including
"I've definitely seen a lot of growth,
to, you know, welcome new people to jazz/funk, jazz and contemporary.
over the last year, creatively and techniThomas said this year's show promis- cally," she said.
the theater who maybe have never seen
The 19th Annual MSU Dance Concert
a dance performance or theater perfor- es to be very good. With this being her
mance here."
second year working with the dance will open Wednesday and continue
The concert will consist of a collage of concert, Thomas has seen a lot of until April 29. The concert begins each

· JJolf.a. #.t

night at 7 in Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Admi:;sion to the concert is $10 gener.11 admission, $7 for students and faculty without a Racercard and free wilh a
Racercard. There will be an open reception held in Johnson Theatre after the
performance April 29.

~latLnu.m

"Where all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Coming April 29 •••
International Dreams
Male Review

College Graduate Program

$400.00

Puryear, TN on 641 South
Open Tuesday - Saturday
6 p . m. - 1 a.m.

Down Payment Assistance

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ask for Bill Blackburn-Gary Key

~ I .-

·Bring in this Ad, and get 1 person in free
with 1 paid admission.
(This does not apply for feature shows and events!)

No payment for 90 days
Tripp Purdom-Randy Smith-Jim Suiter
Karen Rice Hickman or Janice Asbridge

!Cars to Fit Your Needs & Budget!

The Murray State News
is accepting applications
for the following positions
for the Fall 2000 semester:
:
I

I

I

I

•

.

• Staff Writers
• Advertising Sales
• Advertising Production

X0031 99 Chevrolet Cavalier

X0014 95 Ford Escort LX

X0033 98 Pontiac Sunfire

X0034 98 Dodge Neon

X0020 98 Chevrolet Cavalier

X9069 96 Nissan Sentra

X90308 96 Chevrolet S1 0 P/U

B0043A 95 Mercury Sable

B0063A 97 Satum SL2 Sedan

X0032A 95 Honda Accord EX

X9099 95 Nissan Altima

X0013 94 Chevrolet 810 Conv. P/U

.,

Your
Satisfact•
.
•on
as Our

Great
ser"iceGreot

Goal
L to R: Gerald Linn - Asst. Body Shop Manager,
Eddie Linn • Body Shop Manager, Mitchell McNutt Service Manager and Sonny Coy • Parts Manager.
AdditiOnal 1 0°/o Off
Any Reta1l Walk-In Part
Purchclst:~d W1th Tl11s Ad

SERVICE DEPT.
Lube-Oil-Filter $16.95
Up To 5 qt. of GM Oil

Fuel System Service $76.20
Save Gas

[!]

Transmission Flush $99.95

'

·For more information and
an application, stop by
The Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
r

~

Avoid Costly Repairs

29 Point Inspection $19.95
We'll Tell You What's Wrong

00

Tire Rotation $12.00
Lengthen The Life Of Your Tires

Air Condition Check-Up $25.50
Be Cool This Summer

Radiator Flush $55.80
Keep It Clean

[I]

I. CALL

BODY SHOP

Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guaranteed
No Job too BIG or small
30 Years Experience
Insurance Work Welcome
All Makes &Models
Quick &Efficient Service
Rental Vehicles

US TODA V1
~

(i!70) 753-53 15 or (800) 455-5315

BRAI\IDDI\I AUTO WORLD
Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY (next to Lowe's Warehouse)

---.-

SPOitTS fDITOit: JASON BILLINGSLEY

SPO«rs Eoo01t: Jo E DAN DAcus
762·4481

ASSISTANT
PHONE:

14

Spo
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Racers add. depth, size for next season

feel good about next
"Another thing about having two 7-footers is that they get to go
against each other daily in practice and grow as players, N he said.
"Usually, when you have a biger like Homig or Lennart,
three or four inches shorter
they have to play against so
than them in practice. But th
guys get to go head to head
everyday.N
The recruiting class could be one of the
classes in the nation, according to the
ing magazine out ofLouisville.
class was ranked 37th by the
The Racers are conftrmed to

, Ala., has
he chooses to
iriPiW!r r.egaint.'d a year of
~""'"·u·,._ circumstances
about Prop 48.
me/' Spencer said
Murray Ledger and Times."
that I would be better off playwait until the next camp and see
I'm leaning toward coming

'

Louisville,
· be. a key
f'ettrnlng

starter for
the Raeen
next

senior has
been
drafted by a professional

se,soa.

team.

Cuanlna•am
was tbe starting
guard lait sea¥n and will U~
It keep the
spot on next year's
team.

Aubrey Reese, senior from
Aubum, Ala., was drafted 70th
the New Jerst'Y Shorecats of the
.._,.,,...,""'Basketball league Apri
20.4 points per game
the Ohio Valley C
ear award.
Murray State is
more players within
candidate is Johnny
Montgomery, Ala.
Mitchell is a b-.r4lmoo
17.5 points per
44 percent from tMee-I)QU
selected to play in the
s tar§ndwas

offi

·

Mi
on course to
classes
rement for
Md is reportedly one point
sary ACf score. He took the
1 and is awaiting the results.

J

·laura Deaton/The News

lsaar Spencer, senior
from Montgomery,
Ala., has the option
of ret urning next
season if he chooses
to or is not d rafted
d ue to special academic
circumstances regarding a r ule change by tbe
NCAA about Proposition
48.

Rocker deserves .more respect Alpha Sigma Phi defeatS Strike Force
Sports Talk

•

•

jOE DAN
DACUS

"ROCKER'S
RETURN WAS A
FULL
VINDICATION OF

FREE SPEECH.''

New York's favorite bas~ball pitcher,
J ~hn ~ocker, took to the field Tuesday
mght m A!lanta.
.
It was ntce to see that desp1te all ~e
nack he has caught over what he satd
earlier this year, people are able to forgive and forget. Rocker was greeted by
a s tanding ovation along with several
banners that said "We love you John."
As much as I don' t agree with his
racial and ethnic slurs, my opinion is he
has the right to say whatever he wants.
Rocker's return was a full vindication of
free speech and a triumph for all those
out there who are blasted for their
beliefs.
A recent example that hits close to
home would be the antics of everyone's
favorite preacher, Brother Jim. The guy
proved he was an idiot, but it was nice
to see the University give him a chance
to do it. I don' t agree with him 100 percent either, but he stilt has the right to
say what he wants.
In a way I actually admire Rocker for

having the guts to say what ~e b~lieved.
Many people blame those w1th d1f~erent
e.thmc backgr.o unds and sexual onentahons for thmgs, ~ut f~w have the
courage to make then feehngs known. I
think if you feel a certain way about
something, speak up and don't let people try to change the way you think.
If you want to spend your life buried
under hatred and fear, it is your right to
do so no matter how others feel about it.
If you feel the opposite way, speak your
mind as welt. If you truly believe you ·
are in the right, then you s hould have
no problem ·doing so. However, you
shouldn' t say anything about anyone
you wouldn't say to their face. So, if y ou
truly believe it, speak it. Rocker did .
Others should, too.
For those of you who agree with me,
f' m glad. For those of you who don' t, I
don't care because it' s my opinion.

foe Dan Dncu:; is the assistant sports editor
for "The Murray State News."

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS Eo1roR

The Alpha Sigma Phi men's volleyball team,
which won the intramural championship toumamcnt AprillO, defeated Strike Force in two sets in an
exhibition challenge game Sunday night.
"We d idn't come out ready to play tonight and it
showed," James Egbert, Stril<t.' Force captain, said.
"You have to hand it to Alpha Sigma Phi. They were
charged up and ready to beat us tonight."
The loss was the first for Strike Force in three seasons in either exhibition or intramural competition
at Murray State. Strike Force was the two-time
defending intramural ch.1mpion but did not compete this season because of a miscommunication
between the team and the intramural department.
The game was organized when Egbert challenged
Alpha Sigma Phi Volleyball Coach Tim Harris to a
match for an unofficial volleyball championship.
The game was clearly an exhibition game, as
Alpha Sigma Phi provided the line judges and Strike
Force provided the net judge (who had no whistle).
The low ceiling of South Gym also St.>emed to provide a challenge to the players, but Harris disagreed.
" I don't think it made the match any more difficult

because we' re both used to playing in South Gym,"
Harris said . "Also, we have a good relationship, so
sharing referees was not a problem either."
Alpha Sigma Phi dominated the first set of the
match Sunday, winning 15-3, and began the second
set with a 7-0 lead before Strike Force called timeout
to stop Alpha Sigma Phi's momentum.
Strike Force eventually tied the second set at 15
and took the lead on a spike by Egbert.
Strike Force's next serve, however, went into the
net and Alpha Sigma Phi scored the next three
points consecutively to win the second game 18-16.
Egbert said Alpha Sigma Phi had a very effective
game plan that worked to perfection against Strike
Force.
·
"Every time we rushed the net, they had two guys
come up to block us," Egbert said. "When they
rushed the net and we tried to block them, they
clinked the ball right between our blockers and our
back line. They had us scouted very well."
Harris was pleased with the performance of his
team Sunday night.
"We did everything we needed to win the game,"
he said. "We were ready to play and ~anted to
d~feat them beca~. they were the ~efend~g champtons and they dtdn t get to play thiS year.
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Women's golf team drives
way to second place

Cme,won

The Murray State women's golf
team finished second in the 17-team
tournament at Arlington Golf
Course in Richmond in the EKU
Lady Colonel Classic.
MSU trailed the champion
Arkansas State by only one stroke
after the first day, but ASU fired a
302 on the final day to take the title.
MSU finished the day with a score
of 314, and a total score of 632.
Senior Jessica Widman, from
Mansfield, Texas, led the team with
a score of 155, tying her for fourth
place individually.
The golf team has completed its
regular season schedule and will
next head to Cookeville, Tenn., for
the 2000 OVC Championship hosted by Tennessee Tech.

the 800-meter run
~ ·timeOfl
~teand54

ltCbnds at the
U Classic last

eekend.
This perfor~cel'anks him
~intheOVC

this season in the
~meter race.

I Widman, senior
!fromMansfield,
exas, led the
MSU women's
kolf learn in the
~ U.dy
Co lonel Cassie
last weekend with
Ia combined indi·
Mdual score of
155 after two days
of play.

I

Men's golf team finishes
sixth at Ball State
The men's golf team finished
ninth out of a field of 15 at the Ball
State Invitational.
The team fired a total 889 in the
three·day tournament. The team
was led by freshman Brandon Henson, from Mayfield, who shot a total
220, tying him for 17th place indi·

Wid.Inan pro-

~led the team to
second place
ish and was
tied for fourth
individually. She
nished only
ree strokes
'hind the indi.dual champion.

~

.

'
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Baseball
Standings

k state, The

w's chief sup-

nswaa Jimmy

aike~ wholater

became mayor of
New York City ·

EKU
12-3
SEMO
9·2
MSU
8-3
8-3
MTSU
7-7
EIU
TTU
5-6
APSU
3-5
Morehead 2·6
UTM
0·11

Overall
18-18
24-10
16-18

22-16
14-20
17-18
19-21
14-11
7-30

11U 7·1
EJCU 0.10

vidually.
Host Ball State won the event
after a play-off victory over Eastern
Kentucky. Indiana/ Purdue-Ind ianapolis came in third followed by
Youngstown State in fourth.
The team now prepares for the
2000 OVC tournament to be played
at the Tennessean Golf Course in
Paris, Tenn., on April24 and 25.

SEMON
111117-s
APSU 11·3

DUM

~~~
~10

Rowing has tough time
at SIRA Championship

mJ3
101)16
UIIIO
APSU 10
EIUS

The women's rowing team was
back in action Monday at the Southem Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championship at Oak Ridge,
Tenn. The team placed sixth in both
the varsity and novice eights heats.
The rowing team improved on its
times posted at the Racer Regatta by
airpost 20 seconds. The varsity team
finished with a time of 7:56.4 and
the novice team finished with a time
of 8:27.
Notre Dame won the varsity
eights with a time of 7:06.5 and
Louisville won the novice eights
with a time of 7:12.6.
The rowing team now prepares
for the dual meet at Washington
University in St. Louis on April 29.

C!::-7
~J·

=:lnn.J
EKUS
~3

uu·a
. .0
Ryan Brooks/The News

Good Old Facemask: s badrach J ackson, sophomore from Henderson, shows Jeremy Da,·is, sophomore from Birmingham, Ala., one of the oldest
tricks in football during the Racers' scrimmage Saturday morning.

"Sports Briefly" is t.:ompiled by Joe
Da11 Dacus, assistant sports editor.

Baseball
Schedule
April21
Middle Tennesst!t! at Muruy
State(dh), 2 p.m.
Eastern llllnob at Eas!Am1
l<entucky(dh), noon
Austin Peay at l!T-M~rtm(,Jh),
1 p.m.
Morehead State at Southeast
MiS60uri{dh), 2 p.m.
Belmont at Tennessee Tech.
2p.m.

April22
Middle Tennes6loe 3t Murray
State, 1 p.m
Ea.<tt!tn Illinois at E.u t,•m
K«ttud.y, noon
Austin Peay al l!T·Martin,
1 p.m.

Morehe.Jd Sate at Southeast
MissoUri, 2 p.m.
lklmont ill TeruteS6ee Tech.
2 p.m.

OVCTenais
"
Championships

Residential
Colleges

Men'sS~s
~1

14 UT·M>rttn. 115 APSU. IIi> M~C.

Belmont at Soo!Mast Missouri,
2p.m.

117 EKU, 1111 EIU

Aprii2S
ct..L VI. R"llcnl:o, b p.m

Women's Seeds

Fran~hn

Southt.!m ln<l1•na at Murray

•1 MTSU, 112 MSU, U TIU,
UT' M.ubn, i5 Murche~d,
1ft> EKU, 17 APSU,IIII TSU

St.lt~. 3 p.m.

Tod;ay

Fa~trrn

Kentucky at West
Vi111inia, 2 p.m.
Mit.ldlc fl•nnl"SS('t.' at
J•clr.sonvillt! St.\te, 2 p.m.
ArkaRYs Sl.!re at UT·Martln.
ap.m.
Union (Ky.) at Morehead State.
6p.m.
Ceorgf• Sb tc at Tennessee
fed\. bp.m.
Cumberl.lnd (TeMJ at Austin
reay, 6:30 p.m.

Source: ESPN

""· ~llld~cth, 7 p m
Ri<hm,lnJ ,., DSU,II p.m.
R•dhlddiVt." ~. tfeo-h.-r, 9 p.m.
Ehub.-th va. BSU. 10 r m.

'4

M.-n'o l/8 wtnner •>· 4/5 wi~r
and 2/7 winner v•. 3/6 winner at
l:JOp.m
Wumen"• 1/8 wlnnor VI. 4/ 5
wanrlt'r an<.! 2/7 Wtnn•r vr.. 3/ 6
winn<'l"al4 p.m.

fran~lln. l>

April 24

Ap ril 26

••tnlpp114

Stgmo~

Ph• EP"ilon '""· Alpha
Tau Om~a , 7 p.m

Sigma Sigma Sigma vs. Alpha
Gamm.. Delta, 7 p.m

U1ll 5

L.lmbd" Chi Alpha vs. Pi
Kappa Alpha , 8 p.m.

Alpha Delta Pt VJ. Alpha
Omi.:rQn Pi, 8 p .m.

v.........

lmUI

nue

Alpha Sigma Phi vsl Sigma
Chi, 9 p.m.

April27
llSU v6.

Sororities

Fraternities

Men

MTSU.IIl TTU. 113 Mon:h<'~d .

April 24
April 25

1111010
ISUI(ll ....J

UAI3

April26

p .m.

AI ph• Tau Omega vs. Lambda
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m.

Ehub<•th ,.._ Rkhnta>n..t, 7 p.m
Rcg<"nto .,., R>dtoJclhc, Rpm
Cl.trk vs. tl<':llcr. ~ p m.
Franlhn .-... Rtchmond , lOp m,

Women

Saturday
Mrn"o 51h md 71h plaa m.llchts a1
&:30 o.rn.
51h md 71h plaae

w._·,

~••llt.m.

M<-n'• Ch.unpil)nship and Jnl pt.Kr
!Ntdlcs at I :30 p.m.
Women's Charnpi<>mhlp and 3rd
~ mAI<hes at ~ p.m.

April25
H.lrt vs. Wh1k', 7 ~·.rn.
I~\.._ F.llubrth. t1 p

m

Conuct lntr~munalt olfic~ for
playoff infonn•tlon
762-4458

Conuct lntramunals office for
pl1yoff information.

Cont.Kt l ntrU\ura .. offlc. for
playvff ln fonNitfOII.

762-4458

162-4451

ALA
Beta Nu Chapter

Proud to be a Reelplent ol the MSU
Greek Award ol Excellence lor the
Filth Consecutive Year.

Congratulations to the iollowing women on their recent accomplishments.
We are so proud of you all!
Alpha Sigma Alpha new Initiates
Lyndee Clark. Heather Collins, Ashley Johnson, Lourdes Ojeda, Kim Ritch,
Andrea Scott. Bonnie Smith
S ummer Orientation Counselors
Casey Bunting, Ashley Graves, Ginny Jones, Jill Speicher, Sally Teague
Fall O rientation Counselors
Kristy Belter, Brea Bennett, Laura Blake, Casey Bunting, Lynn Carlisle, Ashley Graves
Leann Gray, Holly Hancock, Michelle Hargrove, Heather Martin, Ashley McKnalt, Christina Napper. Amy Prater
Student Ambassa dors
Leann Gray, Michelle Hargrove, Ginny Jones, Ashley McKnall, Andrea Scott, Jill Speicher
Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership Honor Society New Initiates
Stacey Clark, Ashley Graves, Leann Gray, Michelle Hargrove, Ginny Jones, Lauren Lindsey
Omicron Delta Kappa New Officers
President • Martha Fraier, Vice-President- Ashley Graves, Sccrelaryffreasurer • Stacey Clark
Order of Omega Greek Honor Society New Initiates
Casey Bunting, Stacey Clark, Martha Fraier, Ashley Graves, Ginny Jones
Miss Murray State University Scholarship Pageant Contestants
Ashley Graves, Ginny Jones, Kendra Richards - Miss Photogenic and Third Runner-up
First Place Winners at State Phi Beta Lambda Conference
Schanda Banister-Doughty, Ginny Jones, Christina Napper
Greek Woman of the Year Nominees
Kendra Richards, Barbie Trowbridge
Acceptance to Optometry School
Nicole Miesner • Presidential Scholarship from lllinois College of Optometry, Chrissy Wood
Gamma Sigma Alpha New Initiate- Leann Gray
Alpha Zeta Apiculture Honor Fraternity Chronicler • Michelle Hargrove
Omicron Delta Kappa Outstanding Student Organization President Nominees
Ginny Jones - Phi Beta Lambda, Amy Prater· Murray State Lions Club
Alpha Chl National Scholarship Honor Society President • Martha Fraier
MSU H .E.A.T. Team · Carla Terrett
Hart College Honor Society Secretary · Kendra Richards
Regents College Council Secretary - Christina Napper
Psi Chi Psychology Honor Society • Lauren Lindsey
Sigma Tau Delta National English Honor Society - Casey Bunting
SGA Senator: Regents College • Christina Napper
Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity Cha plain • Morgan Simpson
Phi Eta Sigma Freshman Honor Society
Jessica Carrico, Amy Green
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society
Jessica Benton, Leann Gray, Ginny Jones
Resident Advisors - Jodie Cremer and Tiffany Freeman (Clark), Kim Ritch (Hart)

I

Paducah's Hot Spot For
DJ's & Dancers

Wednesday Nights

W®fJ LlQ@~n[?l]

©®OOfJ®~1J

Thursday Nights
Starting Apr. 20

Ga&m® @3®®Y1 @®[mlf@:~lf
For Males &

©wo~~ODDli @®[mlf@:~lf
For Females

Cash Give Aways • Call For Details
Must be ~11 to enter the bar
2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

(270) 575·0508
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Women's tennis ranked
second for OVC Tournament
BY JOE DAN DACUS
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

-·

Ryan Brooks/The News

(Left) Maria Alonte, sophomore from Milwaukee,
lunges to return a shot during her match against
Lldes Valera of Belmont Unlvenlty Saturday.
(Top) Gina Katona, junior from Budapest, Hungary,
hits a backhand during her 6-4, 2-6, 6-3 victory over
Vara Castleberry of Belmont University Saturday.

The Murray State women's tennis
team is heading for the OVC Tournament on a high note.
After rolling over Eastern Kentucky
and Eastern Illinois, the Lady Racers
are ranked second in the OVC.
After starting the season with a lQmatch losing streak, the Lady Racers
have been on fi re. The team won 11 of
its last 12 matches and is undefeated in
home conference games.
The team has been led this year by
Cheryl Graham, freshman from
Peachtree City, Ga., who has posted a
16-3 record in singles competition this
season. The other front-runner for the
team is Maria Alonte, sophomore from
Milwaukee, who has posted a 14-8
record in singles play.
"The teams we played at the beginning of the season helped prepore us for
conference teams," Graham said. "We
push each other in practice and are
competitive in everything we do."
The team is ranked second in the
tournament, which may put it in posi-

tion to play No. 1 ranked Middle Tennessee in the finals and avenge its only
regular-season OVC loss.
The only other teams to come close to
defeating the Lady Racers were No. 4
UT-Martin and No. 3 Tennessee Tech.
The Racers edged out both by one point.
"They were tough teams, but we feel
we can beat them again," Alonte said.
"We know that we can play better than
the other teams. We just have to keep our
focus."
The team feels very confident about
the tournament. After upsetting UTMartin last year to capture third place,
the Lady Racers are looking to take it all
this year.
''We have really come a long way since
the beginning of the season," Head
Coach Connie Keasling said. "We are
really excited and the girls are anxious
for the challenge."
The team left for Nashville yesterday
and will play until tomorrow at the Centennial Sportsplex. Murray State played
Austin Peay yesterday and plays the
winner of the Tech/Eastern Kentucky
game today.

:Men's tennis loses to Austin Peay 4-3, seeded sixth for tourney
:

STAFF REPORT

.

The Murray State men's tennis
team took a tough 4-3 loss at
Austin Peay on Monday afternoon.
The loss put the Racers in the
No. 6 spot for the Ohio Valley

I

Conference Tournament this
weekend.
Murray State was able to split
the six singles matches against
Austin Peay (11-14, 4-4 OVC),
but lost two of the three doubles
matches, which gave the crucial
doubles point and the match to

Austin Peay.
For the Racers, Nikola Aracic,
sophomore from Ahaus, Germany, won at No. 1 singles over
Dominic Hall 6-l , 6-4, while Thiago Gondim, sophomore from
Fortaleza, Brazil, won at No. 2
singles over Robert Powell6-2, 6-

2 and Craig Mione, freshman { The Racers (8-14, 3-4 OVC)
from Madison, Ala., won at No. now prepare for the O VC Tour5 singles over Justin Keller 6-4, 6- nament in Nashville, which
3.
started yesterday and continues
Gondim and Sundsten defeat- through Saturd ay.
ed Keller andMarcus Raische 8·5
The Racers played. the No. 3
in the eiiht-game pro set for the seed Morehead State a t 8:30a.m.
only MSU doubles win.
yesterday.

A Special Thanks
to the brothers of
A lpha Tau Omega
f or your help during events at
Paul Bunyan Days!
We're looking f orward to a
great Frog Hop!

~~rea&-~~/
~s/l-0_,;6"

C§raduation

• Yo11r /ICJtlldCJWII 1/UII'fl/li:f So11rrt "

~

BUSINESS - BONDS

~

LIFE -

9'fe~nories

Free Quotes!

Picture frames with cap & gown emblems
starting at $15 .
605-C S. 12th St. (inside Mr.Postman)

104 N. 4th St.

Murray. KY 42071

753-3500

The Racers, depend ing on if
they won or lost to Morehead,
will today either play the winner of Thursday's No. 2 Tennessee Tech vs. No. 7 Eas tern
Kentucky match at 1:30 p .m. or
the loser of the same match at
8:30a.m.

..._.Love, Alpha Omicron Pi. . . . . .

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
would like to congratulate these sisters for
their achievements:

l.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

ALL CAMPUS SING

N ikki Key· Secretory
Jennifer Hibbs- Treasurer
Kim A lexander- College of Business
& Public A ffairs
Amy Bow ling- Senator-at-Large
Rebecca Francis- Senator-at-Large
Tero Overby- College of Business &
Public Affairs

Sorority Winner
GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA

'''

someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to

Sara Bailey
Rebekah Christman
Stephanie Hamlett
Joanna Kind

and it might as weU be you! ,

Natalie Meeks

Sarah Stanton- Election Ways & Means
STUDENT AMBASSADORS
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

Beth Harney
Jennifer Hibbs
N ikki Key
Jill Lowes
ALPHA CHI

Jennifer Hibbs
Joanna Kind
FALL

"0"

LEADERS

Kim Alexander
Sora Bailey
Rebecca Francis
Ashley Hoilsto n
Casey Jenkins
Kelli Petermeyer
Tera Overby
Stephanie Watson
Ellen Yonts
SUMMER

"0"

LEADERS

Rebekah Cansler
Cosey Jenkins
Kelli Petermeyer
Sara h Sta nton
Stephanie Watson

So ra Bailey
A my Bowling
Rebecca Francis
Julie Hollemeier
Julie M eans

ORDER OF OMEGA

The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta
would also like to congratulate our
Man of the Year, Michael Thorne, on
SGA President and Greek Man of the
Year.

Jennifer Hibbs
Natalie Meeks
Tera Overby
MISS MSU

Chelsea A nderson
GREEK WOMAN OF THE YEAR

Chelsea Anderson

graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers

I
· gwww.eGrad2000.com
~nd a whole lot 11011

enter to win a vacation for ten to

europe
including hotel. airfare. eurail
pass. digital camera and more!

~gra(f.ltltlnf
Till ril,llt start In the real world:'

Q)JOBnW<.COM'
"Tile hst site lor stvdell!s &

&n4s laokill tor their tim /oil."
• Forlles Ma,;uine
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'Breds fall in first extra inning game
MumyState 7
Memphis8
REcoaos: MuRRAY
STATE

16-18,

M EMPHIS

15-23

K£Y PlAYERS:
N ATHAN TAYlOR, 2FOR-4, TWO RUNS

SCORED, O N E RBI.

Bam M cCuTCHAN,
2-fOR·5.

STAFF REPORT

The Murray State Thoroughbred s blew a 7-5 lead in
the bottom of the 11th inning and lost to the University o f Memphis Tigers (15-23) 8-7 in the ' Breds' first
extra-inning game of the season Tuesday night.
The 'Breds (16-18) had scored three runs in the
eigh th and n inth innings to tie the game at five after
nine inn ings and scored two runs in the top of the
11th inning before blowing the two-run lead in the
bottom of the inning.
The loss snapped the 'Breds' six-ga!Tle overall win
streak.
j ason Glosser, senior from Mattoon, Ill., threw the
last 3 2/3 innings for the 'Bred s, but suffered his second los::. of the season after giving up all three runs
and two hits in the bottom of the 11th.
Two 'Breds throwing errors by Glosser and Gam er
Byars, freshman center fielder from Louisville, also
led to the th~-run inning for the Tigers.

Memphis opened the scoring in the bottom of the
first inning with a three--run home run by first baseman Nathan Sims. Murray State then scored two runs
in the third inning to cut the lead to 3-2, but Memphis
scored two runs in the bottom of the fourth inning to
extend its lead to 5·2.
The ' Bred s were led offensively by Nathan Tay lor,
junior catcher from Paducah, who went 2-for-4 with a
d ouble, two runs scored and one RBI and Brett
McCutchan, freshman designated hitter from Evansville, Ind ., who went 2-for-5.
Murray State returns home this weekend with
hopes of extending its field-record, 1()-game home
winning streak against Ohio Valley Conference rival
Middle Tennessee State, who are currently tied for
third place in the OVC with the 'Breds.
The teams will play a do uble-header Friday at 2
p.m . at Re agan Field, then will conclude the threegame series on Saturday at 1 p.in.

Track fini~shes second at ASU Classic
,
5TAFF .REPORT

The Murray Sta te men's outdoor track
team placed second out of 10 teams at the
Arkansas Classic Saturday in Jonesboro,
Ark.
The women's team finished seventh out
of 13 teams.
Host Arkansas State won the men's
m eet with 159 points, followed by Murray
Sta te at 121, Southwest Missouri State at
109 and Ole Miss at 102.
On the women 's sid e, Southwest Missouri State won the meet w ith 171 points,
followed by Eastern Illinois at 144, host

Arkansas State at 126, Ole Miss at 116,
Southern ntinois at 101, Southeast Missouri State at 31.5 and Murray State at
25.5.
The men's team had four first-place finishes on Saturday.
Kenny Shields, senior from Highland,
Kan., won the 400-meter dash with a time
of 46.72. Brian Recktenwa ld, senior from
Lou isville, won the 800-meter run with a
time of 1:54.96.
Jon Cargill, sophomore from Paducah,
won the hammt•r throw with a distance of
160 feet, 2 incht·s. The men's 4Xl00 relay
team won its race with a time of 41.65.
The best finishers for the women's team

were Amy Williams, junior from Carmi,
Ill., who finished second in the hammer
throw and fifth in the shot put and Natalie Chandler, sophomore from St.
Michael's, Barbados, who finished third in
the high jump.
The annual MSU Twilight Invitational,
originally scheduled for Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium, was cancelled because of
a lack of teams available to play, MSU Head
Coach Bob Doty said.
Murray State is now looking to compete
in a dual meet before the Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor Track and Field Championships May 5 and 6 in Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
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10.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
31 .

Team

Name

Cleveland
Washington
Washington
Cincinnati
Baltimore
Philadelphia
Arizona
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Baltimore
New York Giants
New York Jets
New York Jets
Green Bay
Denver
San Francisco
Oakland
New York Jets
Seattle
Detroit
Kansas City
Seattle
Carolina
San Francisco
Minnesota
Buffalo
New York Jets
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Tennessee
St. louis

Courtney Brown
Lavar Arringon
Chris Samules
Peter Warrick
Jamal lewis
Corey Simon
Thomas Jones
Plaxico Burress
Brian Urlacher
Travis Taylor
Ron Dayne
Shaun Ellis
John Abraham
Bubba Franks
Deltha O'Neal
Julian Peterson
Sebastian Janikovski
Chad Pennington
Shaun Alexander
Stockar McDougle
Sylvester Morris
Chris Mcintosh
Rashard Anderson
Ahmed Plummer
Chris Hovan
Erik Flowers
Anthony Becht
Rob Morris
R. Jay Soward
Keith Bulluck
Trung Canidate

School
Penn State
Penn State
Alabama
Florida State
Tennessee
Florida State
Virginia
Michigan State
New Mexico
Florida
Wisconsin
Tennessee
South Carolina
Miami (Fla.)
California
Michigan State
Florida State
Marshall
Alabama
Oklahoma
Jackson State
Wisconsin
Jackson State
Ohio State
Boston College
Arizona State
West Virgina
Brigham Young

DL
LB
OL
WR
RB
Dl
RB
WR
LB
WR
RB
Dl
LB
TE
DB

lB

KIP
QB
RB
OL
WR
OL
DB
DB
Dl
Dl
TE
LB
WR
LB
RB

usc
Syracuse
Arizona

Ohio Valley Conference
Drafted Players
Round Pick

4

4

100
121

Team

Name

Atlanta
Buffalo

School

Pos

Michael Thompson
Avion Black

Ol
WR

Source: ESPN .com and OVCsports.com

Tennessee State
Tennessee State
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SGA web site offers
eight questions from
faculty evaluations
BY JASON

YATES

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Despite continued opposition from
faculty, the fall 1999 faculty evaluations were posted on the Student Government Associaton's web site.
The evaluations, which are located
at www .msusga.com under SGA
Source, are administered to students
toward the end of each semester.
Approximately 30 questions are used
to rate the effectiveness of the course,
instructor and material taught.
SGA first posted the evaluations in
April 1999 after then SGA President
Todd Earwood filed an open records
request that was granted by University President Kern Alexander.
This year, eight questions were
selected by a committee consisting of
SGA President Brandon Kirkham,
Faculty Senate President Bill Call and
Alexander among others. Kirkham
said the issue of which questions
would be used was carefully debated.
"We wanted concise, clear ques-tions, and we wanted to avoid redundancy," Kirkham said.
Call said the faculty are still disappointed the evaluations are being
released to the public.
"We still take the position that the

release of the evaluations is a breach
of confidentiality," Call said.
After it was obvious the faculty
would not prevail, Call said they
agreed to cooperate with the SGA to
select the most appropriate questions.
Three of the questions chosen from
the evaluations are the course as a
whole was, reasonability of assigned
work and the instructor's effectiveness in teaching the subject matter
was.
Kirkham said a 63-page hard copy
will be ready for the fall semester. The
hard copy will resemble a telephone
book.
President-elect · Michael
SGA
Thome said he plans on continuing to
improve on what Earwood and
Kirkham have established over the
past two years.
"Students use it (the evaluations) as
a valuable resource, especially in
classes everyone has to take," Thome
said.
Thome said he would like to continue to narrow the gap with the faculty
concerning this issue.
Said Thome: "I would like to see it
where everyone is comfortable with
this situation, and 1 am willing to
work to achieve that goal."

BUDGET: Easley said success is no coincidence
From Page 1
CPE originally proposed, but well off
the 7.4 percent increase Alexander
proposed for both years.
"I was somewhat disappointed in
the increases that were awarded, but
when Dr. Alexander went to work, we
had a 2.4 percent increase and $3.5
million for a renovation of Ordway
Hall," Board of Regents Chair Sid
Easley said. "When he was through,
we were able to move that to 2.7 per-
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cent and 3.7 percent and had a $13
million science building."
"Dr. Alexander was up in Frankfort
every week lobbying and working for
the science building," Sen. Jackson
said.
Easley said Alexander's success is
no coincidence.
Said Easley: "He did a whale of a
job, and he deserves the credit for it
because he has such a good relationship with our representatives."

BROTHER: Band's
success took years of
hard work
From Page 1
Campus Ministry," inside the Curris
Center.
"While we can't outright refuse speakers to come on campus, we reserve the
right to regulate the time "nd place in
which they may speak." Vice President of
Student Affairs Don Robertson said.
Administrators compromised with
Gilles and allowed him to speak all day
outside the Curris Center Wednesday
after a conference with Robertson.
Telling female students in tube tops
and low-cut necks they were going to hell
for "harlotry" and prostitution, Gilles
soon was backed against the wall by a
pressing crowd of mostly female protest-

ers.
Gjlles also periodically handed out
pamphlets detailing his journey from
"Drugs, Drugs and More Drugs,"
through "Glandular Experiences," a
"lost Job" and then "Signs from God"
until finally receiving his final revelation
at a Van Halen concert in 1980. The pamphlet. titled "From Running With The
Devil to Walking With jesus," includes
biblical scripture in its passages to reflect
his changing views toward God.
"I think Brother Jim is an idiot," Eric
Morski, freshman from O'Fallon, lll.,
said.
,
In an autograph session after the bulk
of his speaking ended at 5 p.m. Wednesday, Gilles admonished Morski because
he was a "tongue-studded pervert."
At the same session, Scott Chappell,
manager of Subway in the Curris Center,
challenged Gilles on scriptural points.
"All I heard from him was condemna-

tion." Chappell said. "Jesus never condemned. He at all times shared the gospel
of love. It pains me that on a day in a
week where we should be giving glory to
God for his sacrifice on the cross, we hear
the voice of hate."
But if Gilles' goal was to attract atten·
tion, Chi Alpha Chaplain Mark Randall
said he certainly achieved his goal.
"He's achieved his purpose," Randall
said. "More people will read their Bibles
this week than any other just because
they want to come back and debate him."
While many students gathered around
Gilles to listen or debate, others saw
entrepreneurial opportunities. Brad Ben·
nett, junior from Louisville, cooked hot
dogs on a portable grill and sold them for
50 cents to the crowd. He also offered 50
cent sodas.
"I saw a crowd," Bennett said. "I saw
that it was hot, so I saw an opportunity."

The New Rising
Sun lead singer
belts a lyric as the
group opened for
Stroke 9. See the
complete story on
page tl.

STROKE 9: Band is
far from overnight
success story
From Page 1
school," Gueldner said. "We started out
doing covers and then eventually started
writing."
After about 10 seconds of contemplating, Gueldner said what he dislikes most
about being a rock star is being away
from San Francisco.
"1 miss being able to get a good burri·
to," Gueldner said. "I don't know if there

are good burritos around here, but this is
a long way from Mexico."
Gueldner said he is enjoying playing
on the Mentos Freshmaker Tour.
"It's fun to play places that you wouldn't normally play, like small towns,"
Gueldner said. "The downside is we
have to travel1,600 miles every day."
While the members of Stroke 9 worked
diligently for years to establish themselves as a band, Gueldner said he isn't
too upset about the bands today that are
formed by record companies overnight.
"If they can dP, it right out,.more
power to them," Gueldner sa1d. "A
drawback is they have no built-in fan
base."

Gueldner said he thinks groups like the
Dave Matthews Band have staying
power because they had tons of fans
before becoming popular.
Stroke 9 may not be an overnight success, but its hit song "little Black Backpack" is getting hea\'y rotation on radio
stations across the country.
Gueldner said he thinks it is all right to
be associated with a hit song.
"It's a stupid idea for a band to
denounce fans who like the single,"
Gueldner said. "We are thankful for
av.wy penon wllo liaour mUSic."
Gueldner said the band writes its own
music and Esterkyn writes the lyrics.
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